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Dear YC / Ou,
Re: Recognition and Thank You Letter for “Coral”
I have been tried out your product for last one week; I was surprise that it finally solve my
problem which my family was complaining about the odour in my Toyota Estima. Now my
kids are no longer complain about the smell in the car; thanks to “Coral”.
At first, I am quite skeptical about its effectiveness to remove unpleasant smell, as it is so
small. And before that I have been trying all types of products which available in the
market including of perfume, ionizer even traditional method like “pandan leaf “. All
these products only can cover the smell temporary; the smell will still exit after perfume
depleted.
However, after using the “Coral” for first 15~20 minutes, I was so surprised that those
unwanted smell, which my wife and my children had been complaining for months, was
totally removed. Since using it for a few days, I am now sort of addicted to the product, as
long as I drive, I need to turn on the product; to feel and enjoy refreshing air. If I forget to
turn on the product, uncomfortably, I feel something is missing.
Thank you and keep up the good work.

Yours sincerely,

Managing Director
Email: kbheah@expack‐sg.com
Mobile: (65) 9068 1420
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